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Security regimes RobertJervis



Can the concept of regime be fruitfully applied to issues of national security?As Viotti and Murrayhave pointed out, it is anomalousto have a concept that explains phenomenain some partsof the field but lacks utilityin others.' At the very least, we should be able to understandthe differences among various aspects of internationalpolitics that account for this discrepancy. By a securityregimeI mean, in parallelwith the other discussions in this volume, those principles, rules, and norms that permit nations to be restrainedin their behaviorin the belief that others will reciprocate.This concept implies not only norms and expectations that facilitatecooperation,but a form of cooperation that is more than the following of short-run selfinterest. To comply with a robber's demand to surrendermoney is not to participatein a regime even if the interactionoccurs repeatedlyand all participants share the same expectations. Similarly,the fact that neither superpower attacks the other is a-formof cooperation,but not a regime. The links between the states' restraintand their immediateself-interestare too direct and unproblematicto invoke the concept. I would like to thank the participantsat the meeting to discuss this volume, held in Palm Springs,California,in February1981,for their commentson an earlierdraft. ' PaulViotti andDouglasMurray,"InternationalSecurityRegimes:On the Applicabilityof a Concept," paper deliveredat the August 1980 meetingof the AmericanPoliticalScience Association. For other attemptsto apply the concept of securityregimes, see Randy Rydell and AthanassiosPlatias, "InternationalSecurityRegimes:The Case of a BalkanNuclear Weapon Free Zone," paperdeliveredat the March 1981meetingof the InternationalStudies Association, and Dan Caldwell, "Inter-StateSecurity Regimes: The Soviet-AmericanCase," paper presentedat the September1981meetingof the AmericanPoliticalScience Association. International Organization 36, 2, Spring 1982 0020-8183/82/020357-22 $1.50
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Why securityis different If patternsof internationalrelationscan be explainedby the distribution of militaryand economic power amongthe states, then the concept of regime will not be useful. But if the connections between outcomes and national power are indirectand mediated, there is more room for choice, creativity, and institutionsto restrainand regulatebehavior, and to produce a regime. Althoughthe researchin both securityand nonsecurityareas on these points is far from definitive, it appearsthat the connections are less direct in nonsecurity areas. Prisoners' dilemma dynamics in security and nonsecurity areas



This is not to say that the politics of security is completely different from the politics of trade, sea-bedexploitation,or internationalcommunication. In all these areas a frequent problemis that unrestrainedcompetition can harm all the actors. The obvious model is the prisoners' dilemma, in which the rational pursuit of self-interest leads to a solution that is not Pareto-optimal.When this model applies, states will benefit by setting up rules and institutionsto control the competition among them. Both the incentives for establishingsuch regimesand the obstacles to so doing are especially great in the security arena because of the "security dilemma." As Herz and Butterfieldhave pointed out,2 many of the policies thataredesignedto increasea state's securityautomaticallyandinadvertently decrease the security of others. Security regimes are thus both especially valuable and especially difficultto achieve-valuable, because individualistic actions are not only costly but dangerous;difficultto achieve, because the fear that the other is violatingor will violate the common understanding is a potent incentive for each state to strike out on its own even if it would prefer the regime to prosper. These dynamics, of course, can be present in nonsecurity areas. Tariff wars can be seen as analogous to arms races, beggar-thy-neighbortrade policies look like attempts to gain short-runsecurity, the despoiling of the global commons resembles a war that both sides hoped to avoid. But four differences remain. First, security issues often involve greatercompetitiveness than do those involvingeconomics.3If one state cheats or is a free rider 2 John Herz, "Idealist Internationalismand the Security Dilemma," World Politics 2 (January1950):157-80; HerbertButterfield,History and HumanRelations (London:Collins,



1950), pp. 19-20. For elaboration see Robert Jervis, Perception and Misperception in Interna-



tional Politics (Princeton:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1976),pp. 62-83, and Jervis, "Cooperation underthe Security Dilemma," WorldPolitics 30 (January1978):167-214. 3This line of argumentsuggests that the crucial variableis the degree of conflictof interest, not the content of the issue. Some security issues engenderless conflict than some economic issues, and an examinationof such cases might prove fruitful.When we study security, however, our attentionis usually drawnto areas of high conflict.
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in an economic regime, it may be better off, and the others worse off, than would have been the case had it cooperated. But the very fact that one state is better off does not make the others worse off. When the security dilemma operates, however, the conflicts between states' security can be inherent. Because militarypower meets its test in clashes between states, it is relative, not absolute.4The second differenceis linked to this problem:offensive and defensive security motives often lead to the same behavior. Whetherwanting to ensure that the status quo is not alteredto its detrimentor wantingto change it in its favor, the state may seek arms that threaten others. The problem is often less severe in nonsecurity questions, where the state can usually preparefor the dangerthat others will seek to take advantageof its restraintwithout automaticallyimpingingon others. Here protection, like the purchasingof insurance, is costly, but it does not necessarily harm or menace others, as it usually does in the security area. A third difference in the operation of prisoners' dilemma dynamics in the securityand nonsecurityareas is that the stakes are higherin the former. Not only is security the most highly valued goal because it is a prerequisite for so many things, but the security area is unforgiving.Small errors can have big consequences, and so the costs of living up to the rules of a regime while others are not are great. Temporarilyfallingbehindothers can produce permanentharm. Fourth, detectingwhat others are doing and measuringone's own security are difficult.Tariffincreases, monetarymanipulations,and illegalfishing activities can sometimes be disguised, but they are usually more transparent than are militarylaboratories.Similarly,while the effects of actions in nonsecurity areas are not entirely clear, they are usually clearer than analogous militaryactivities. No one knows exactly what will happen to the stock of fish undervarious agreements,or knows the consequences of cheating. The relationshipbetween tariffs and the health of countries' economies is also uncertain.But uncertaintyis greaterin the security area. In many cases the state does not know in advance who its allies and enemies will be. Even if it does know this, it can rarely predict with confidence the outcome of war. The surprisingcourse of the Iran-Iraqwar is just the latest case in which observers and at least some participants made strikingly incorrect assessments. Of course, not all wars have surprisingoutcomes. But enoughdo to make statesmen realize that what looks an adequate guaranteeof their security may not prove to be so if it is put to the test, thus increasingthe pressureson statesmento be less restrainedin the pursuitof additionalprotection. The primacyof security, its competitive nature, the unforgivingnature of the arena, and the uncertaintyof how much security the state needs and has, all compound the prisoners' dilemma and make it sharper than the problemsthat arise in most other areas. Furthermore,decision makersusu4Nuclear weapons have changedthis.
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ally react by relyingon unilateraland competitive modes of behaviorrather thanby seekingcooperative solutions. Both courses of action are dangerous; each of these strategieshas worked in some cases and failed in others. But statesmen usually think they should "play it safe" by buildingpositions of greaterstrength;rarelydo they consider seriously the possibility that such a policy will increase the dangerof war instead of lessening it. The result is that security regimes, with their call for mutualrestraintand limitationson unilateralactions, rarely seem attractiveto decision makers. One interestingquestion is raisedbut not answeredby this analysis. To what extent do we need to examine decision-makingvariablesto accountfor the difficultiesof regime formation?The security dilemmacreates the main impedimentto effective security regimes, but what is the impact of the beliefs outlinedabove? Can they be alteredwithout a change in the structureof the internationalsystem? Do decision makers misunderstandinternational politics-perhaps because of the teachings of Realist scholars-and so follow less than optimalpolicies? Some decision makersseem oblivious to the fact that increasingtheir arms can have undesired and unintendedconsequences. If such leaders are in power, the chances for developinga security regime will be decreased, not by the structureof the situation but by the ignoranceof the actors. Furthermore,even sophisticatedstatesmentend to underestimatethe degree to which their actions harm others, and so they both take actions they mightnot have taken had they understoodthe consequences and also misinterpretothers' reactions as evidence of unprovoked hostility.5These errors reinforce reliance on unilateralactions rather than cooperative arrangementsand could, in principle, be altered by a better understandingof internationalpolitics. But given the rangeof statesmenwho have opted for relativelyunrestrainedpolicies, one must wonder whether in practice it would be possible to alter their beliefs in a way that would produce greatercooperation. Conditions for forming a security regime



Whatconditions are most propitiousfor the formationand maintenance of a securityregime?First, the great powers must want to establish it-that is, they must prefera more regulatedenvironmentto one in which all states behave individualistically.This means that all must be reasonably satisfied with the status quo and whatever alterationscan be gainedwithout resort to the use or threat of unlimitedwar, as comparedwith the risks and costs of less restrainedcompetition. One could not have formed a security regime with Hitler's Germany, a state that sought objectives incompatible with those of the other importantstates and that would not have been willing to 5 Jervis, Perception and Misperception, pp. 69-72, 88-89, 95-96, 352-55.
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sacrifice those objectives for a guaranteethat the others would leave it secure in the borders it had attained. Second, the actors must also believe that others share the value they place on mutualsecurity and cooperation-if a state believes it is confronted by a Hitler, it will not seek a regime. In principlethis is simple enough; in practice, determiningwhether others are willing to forgo the chance of forcible expansion is rarely easy. Indeed, decision makers probably overestimate more than underestimateothers' aggressiveness.6This second condition is not trivial:in several cases security regimes may have been ruledout not by the fact that a major power was an aggressor but by the fact that others incorrectlyperceived it as an aggressor. Third,and even more troublesome,even if all majoractors would settle for the status quo, security regimes cannot form when one or more actors believe that security is best providedfor by expansion. Statesmenmay deny that moderateand cooperative policies can protect them. This belief may be rooted in a general analysis of politics that is common in energetic powers: "That which stops growing begins to rot," in the words of a minister of Catherinethe Great.7Similarly, in 1812 an American politician argued: "I shouldnot wish to extend the boundaryof the United States by war if Great Britainwould leave us the quiet enjoymentof independence;but considering herdeadly and implacableenmity, and her continuedhostilities, I shall never die contenteduntil I see her expulsion from North America."8 This perspective may be a reflection of something close to paranoia, perhaps brought aboutby long experience with strongenemies. In the interwarperiodFrance did not believe that Germanycould be conciliated. The belief was less the productof an analysis of specific Germangovernmentsand leaders than it was the result of the historically-inducedfear that Germanywas ineradicably hostile and that French security thereforedependedon havingclear military superiority. Thus France could only be secure if Germanywere insecure. The security dilemmahere operatednot as the unintendedconsequence of policy but ratheras its object. Again, the question of the extent to which decision makers' beliefs are independentand autonomouscauses of the problem can be raised but not answered.In some cases beliefs are rooted in an accurateappreciationof the effects of militarytechnology, as we will discuss shortly. But in other cases the roots are less easy to trace and may be susceptibleto alterationwithout basic changes in the domestic or external environment. The fourthconditionfor the formationof a regimeis a truismtoday: war Ibid., pp. 73-75, 218-20, 340-41, 350-51. Quoted in Adam Ulam, Expansion and Coexistence (New York: Praeger,1968),p. 5. 8 Robert Remini, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Empire 1767-1821 (New York:Harper& Row, 1977),p. 166. See ibid., p. 389, for a similarjustificationfor pushingthe Spanishout of Florida. 6
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and the individualisticpursuit of security must be seen as costly. If states believe that war is a good in itself (e.g., because it weeds out the less fit individualsand nations), they will not form a regimeto preventit, althoughit would still be possible for them to seek one that would impose certainlimits on fighting.If states thinkthat buildingarmsis a positive good (e.g., because it supportsdomestic industries),there will be no incentives to cooperate to keep arms spendingdown. If states think that arms procurementand security policies can be designedcarefullyenough so that there is little chance of unnecessary wars, then a majorreason to avoid individualisticpolicies disappears. If hostility in the security area is not believed to spill over into hostility in economic issues, or if decreased cooperationin that sphereis not viewed as a cost, then an importantincentive for cooperationwill be absent. Whileit is rarefor all these conditionsto be met, in some eras the majorones are, thus reducingthe pressures to form security regimes. The possibility for regimes is also influencedby variables that directly bear on the security dilemma. As I have discussed elsewhere,9 it is not always true that individualisticmeasures which increase one state's security decrease that of others. It depends on whether offensive measures differ from defensive ones and on the relative potency of offensive and defensive policies. If defensive measures are both distinct and potent, individualistic securitypolicies will be relativelycheap, safe, and effective and there will be less need for regimes. When the opposite is the case-when offensive and defensive weapons and policies are indistinguishableand when attackingis more effective than defending-status quo powers have a great need for a regime, but formingone will be especially difficultbecause of the strongfear of being taken advantage of. The most propitious conditions for regime formation, then, are the cases in which offensive and defensive weapons and policies are distinguishablebut the former are cheaper and more effective than the latter, or in which they cannot be told apartbut it is easier to defend than attack. In either of these worlds the costs or risks of individualistic security policies are great enough to provide status quo powers with incentives to seek security throughcooperative means, but the dangers of being taken by surpriseby an aggressorare not so great as to discourage the states from placing reliance on joint measures. The Concertof Europe as a securityregime An analysis of the best example of a security regime-the Concert of Europe that prevailed from 1815 to 1823 and, in attenuatedform, until the Crimean War-should provide a complementary perspective to this theoretical discussion. In this era the great powers behaved in ways that sharply diverged from normal "power politics." They did not seek to 9 Jervis, "Cooperationunderthe SecurityDilemma."
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maximize their individualpower positions, they did not always take advantage of others' temporaryweaknesses and vulnerabilities,they made more concessions than they needed to, and they did not preparefor war or quickly threaten to use force when others were recalcitrant.In short, they moderated their demands and behavior as they took each other's interests into account in setting their own policies. As one scholar notes, "nineteenthcentury diplomatic history furnishes several examples of states forgoing gains which they could probablyhave gotten.... Few similarinstances can be cited in the eighteenth or the twentieth centuries."10 Of course the Concertdid not banishconflict. But it did regulateit. War was not thoughtto be likely and states rarelythreatenedto use this ultimate sanction. The actors were awareof the shift; a Prussianscholarand diplomat described the system, albeit in exaggeratedterms, as follows: The five great powers, closely united among themselves and with the others, for a system of solidarity,by which one stands for all and all for one; in which power appears only as protection for everybody's possessions and rights;in which the maintenanceof the whole and the parts within legal bounds, for the sake of the peace of the world, has become the only aim of political activity; in which one deals openly, deliberates over everything collectively and acts jointly." Castlereagh,perhapsthe most articulateexponent of the Concert, employed his circulardispatch of 1816 to instruct his representativesabroadto work for a new diplomacy in both substance and procedure: You will invite [the sovereigns to which you are accredited]in the spirit which has so happily carriedthe Alliance throughso many difficulties, to adopt an open and direct mode of intercoursein the conduct of business, and to repress on all sides, as much as possible, the spiritof local intriguein which diplomaticpolicy is so falsely considered to consist, and which so frequently creates the very evil which it is intended to avert.... His [Royal Highness']only desire is, and must be, to employ all His influenceto preserve the peace, which in concert with His Allies he has won. To this great end you may declare that all His Royal Highness' efforts will be directed;to this purpose all minor considerationswill be made subordinate;wherever His voice can be heard, it will be raised to discouragethe pursuitof secondaryand separateinterests at the hazard of that general peace and goodwill, which, after so long a period of suf10 RichardElrod, "The Concertof Europe," WorldPolitics 28 (January1976),p. 168. Elrod attributesthis to the damagethat lack of restraintwould have done to the states' "moralposition." I thinkthis is too narrowa focus. PaulSchroederarguesthatwhile most statesmenof this period, even Czar Alexander, were willing to eschew policies of narrownational interest in favor of maintainingthe Concert, Metternichgenerally manipulatedthe latter to serve the



former. See his Metternich's Diplomacy at Its Zenith (New York: Greenwood Press, 1968), pp. 238, 251-52, 256, 265. 11 Quoted in Carsten Holbrad, The Concert of Europe (London: Longman, 1970), p. 37.
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feringit should be the object of all the Sovereignsof Europe to preserve to their people. To effectuate this, it ought to be the study of every public servant abroad, more especially of the Greater States, whose example must have the most extensive influence, to discouragethat spirit of petty intrigue and perpetual propagationof alarm, upon slight evidence and antientjealousies, which too frequentlydisgrace the diplomaticprofession, and often render the residence of Foreign ministers the means of disturbing rather than preserving harmony between their respective Sovereigns. 12



When Canning, Castlereagh's successor as Foreign Secretary, broke with the Concert in 1822over interventionto suppress the Spanish revolution, he noted the contrast: "Things are getting back to a wholesome state again. Every nation for itself and God for us all!'"13 This is not to deny that each state in the Concert placed primaryvalue on its own security and welfare and did not care much about others' wellbeing as an end in itself. Whatis crucial, however, is that "self-interest"was broaderthan usual, in that statesmen believed that they would be more secure if the other majorpowers were also more secure. Otherswere seen as partnersin a joint endeavor as well as rivals, and unless there were strong reasons to act to the contrarytheir importantinterestswere to be respected. Indeed it was not only the individual states that were treated with some respect, but the collectivity of Europe as a whole. There was a sense that the fates of the majorpowers were linked, that Europe would thrive or suffer together. The self-interest followed was also longer-runthan usual. Much of the restraintadoptedwas dependenton each statesman'sbelief that if he moderated his demandsor forebore to take advantageof others' temporaryweakness, they would reciprocate. For this system to work, each state had to believe that its currentsacrifices would in fact yield a long-runreturn, that others would not renege on their implicit commitments when they found themselves in tempting positions. This implies the belief that conflicts of interest could be limited and contained by shared interests, includingthe interest in maintainingthe regime. Because cooperation was much greater than usual, diplomatic procedures involved more consultation and openness and less duplicity than usual.14 The power of these norms is shown in the reaction to their being broken, as Metternichbroke them when he ended a stalemateat the Confer12



Quoted in CharlesWebster, The Foreign Policy of Castlereagh, 1812-1822 (London:G.



Bell, 1963), 2: 510-11. 13 Quoted in Walter Alison Phillips, The Confederation of Europe (New York: Fertig, 1966), p. 183. 14 For a good discussion of the mutual reinforcing relationships between cooperative processes and cooperation as a substantive outcome, see Morton Deutsch, "Fifty Years of Conflict," in Retrospections on Social Psychology, ed. by Leon Festinger (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980).
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ence of Troppauby presentingBritainand Francewith afait accompli in the form of an agreementwith Russia and Prussiaon interventionin Italy. Metternich's was a standardtactic of normal diplomacy-Britain and France had been blocking his policy and he simply moved to line up supportfor his position behind their backs. But in the context of the Concert, such deception was not expected. When the British ambassadordiscovered what was happening"his amazementand indignationwere therefore immense," and Castlereaghshared his anger.15 The Concert was supportedby the shared stake that the majorpowers had in avoidingwar. They hadjust lived throughan enormouslydestructive series of wars and were acutely aware of the costs of armedconflict, which not only destroyed men and wealth but also underminedthe social fabric. Conservativesfeared that wars would lead to revolution;liberalsassociated war and preparationsfor it with autocracy. All feared that high levels of conflict would destroy their security, not enhance it. Controllinginternal instability was another importantshared valuealthoughthe states differedon how much instabilitywas tolerableand how it should be kept within bounds. The previous era had taught statesmen that revolutionsspreadabroadand caused wars, two evils that endangeredthem all. Even Castlereagharguedthat an importantobject of British diplomacy was to make other statesmen "feel that the existing concert is their only perfect security against the revolutionaryembers more or less existing in every State of Europe; and that their true wisdom is to keep down the petty contentions of ordinarytimes, and to stand together in supportof the established principlesof social order."'16 Each state, then, had a stake in seeing that none underwenta revolution; as a resultthe destabilizingof other governments,an unpleasantbut not unusualtool of statecraft,was ruled out and states were not likely to desert the Concertwhen they fearedthat embarkingon an isolated course of action mightlead to unrest.17 Furthermore,to the extent that revolutionswere believed to be caused by foreignsetbacks, statesmenhad reason to see that no majorpower sufferedtoo serious a diplomaticdefeat. To bringone country low could bring them all down. Only in a world in which moderatepolicies were pursuedcould statesmen enjoy the fruits of their triumphs. The regime as a cause of national behavior



Althoughthese conditions and common interests explain why the Concert was formed, what is more importanthere is that the regime influenced the behavior of the states in ways that made its continuationpossible even Webster,Foreign Policy of Castlereagh, 2: 294 and 301. Quoted in Holbrad,Concert of Europe, p. 119. 17 Schroeder,Metternich's Diplomacy at Its Zenith, p. 174. 15 16
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after the initial conditions had become attenuated. The regime was more than a reflectionof causally prior variables;it was a force in its own right, exertinginfluencethroughfour paths. First, the expectation that the Concert could continue to functionhelped maintainit throughthe operationof familiar self-fulfillingdynamics. If an actor thinksthe regimewill disintegrate-or thinks others hold this view-he will be more likely to defect from the cooperativecoalition himself. On the other hand, if he believes the regimeis likely to last, he will be more willingto "invest" in it (in the sense of accepting largershort-runrisks and sacrifices)in the expectation of reapinglarger gains in the future. Importanthere is the expectation that peace could be maintained.For if war were seen as likely, states would have to concentrate on buildingup their short-runpower to preparefor the coming conflict. Thus part of the explanation for the Concert's success was that its healthwas generallyseen as quite good. There were no "runs on the bank," as each state stopped being restrainedin the belief that the system would not last long enoughfor moderationto be reciprocated.We can, to some extent, trace this belief back to the actors' common interest in continuingcooperation. Althoughno states were completely satisfiedwith the Concert, all felt that it was better than the likely alternativearrangementsand so placed a high priorityon maintainingit. To equate outcomes with intentions usually violates a basic tenet of systems theory; to talk of the goal of systems maintenanceoften commits the teleological fallacy. But these actors consciously soughtthe continuationof the Concertand, partlyfor this reason, it survived many stresses and shocks. Valuingthe Concert did not ensure its survival;however, it was importantthat the participantsexpected it to survive.



A second way in which the regime perpetuateditself was the greater opposition it was expected to foster against attemptsforcibly to change the status quo. In contrast to eras that lacked security regimes, opposition would not be limitedto those states immediatelyaffected. Even if the shortrun self-interest of a third party called for neutralityor even aid to the aggressor, there were strong incentives for the third party to uphold the Concert. Since others would be joining in the coalition, the thirdpartywould not be isolated or forced to carry an excessive share of the burden and, by strengtheningthe Concert, it would increase the chance that others would come to its aid if it were to become the target of predation.Under the Concert, then, states were discouraged from expansionist moves that would have looked attractiveif others were expected to follow individualisticsecurity policies. The Concert pattern also strengtheneditself through the operation of the norm of reciprocity. This norm did more than codify cooperative relationships;it allowed states to cooperate in circumstancesunderwhich they would not have been able to do so had the norm been absent. This in turn increased the value of the Concert to the states. Because reciprocity was expected to guide actors' behavior, statesmen did not fear that if they made concessions in one case, others would see them as weak and expect further
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concessions. This is a majorobstacle to cooperation,for statesmenare often less concerned with the substance of the issue they are facing than they are with the inferencesabout them that others will drawfromtheirbehavior. If it is believed that states moderatetheir demandsonly when they are forced to, then not only are there no positive incentives to be reasonablein the form of expectations of reciprocalmoderationbut the costs of not pushingas hardas one can extend beyond the loss of position on the issue at stake and encompass the danger that others will see the state as unable to stand up for its interests. Losses then will tend to snowball. Fearingthis, states will be reluctant to make concessions, even if doing so would yield to the other benefitsthat are significantlygreaterthan the short-runcosts the state would pay. Under the Concert, by contrast, reasonablenesswas expected and so making concessions did not lead others to think the state was weak and would retreat in the future. This drasticallylowered the risks and costs of cooperative behavior. This stress on reciprocationmay seem to some to be misplaced. After all, even when there is no security regimestates often exchange concessions to arrive at an agreement. But in these cases what the states do is make a bargain-the deal is relatively explicit, it is struck only because each side believes it has driven as hard a bargainasit can, the exchange is between identifiablepartners, and it is carried out quite swiftly. Under the Concert calculationwas less fine and states would support others without knowing exactly when or even from whom their repaymentwould come. It was expected that others would not take advantage of their temporaryproblems just as they would not take advantageof others. This patterngreatlywidens the opportunities for cooperation. In normally competitive international politics, trades cannot occur unless they are even, direct, and immediate. The possibilities in normal times are much more limited than they were under the Concert, when states would assist others in the expectation that any one of a numberof other states would supportthem over the next several years. Finally, the regimebecame an independentfactor by developingat least a limited degree of institutionalization.In an age of limited communication and travel, the opportunitiesfor direct conversationsamongnationalleaders were rare. When they occurred, they were seized on not only to conduct importantbusiness but also to develop an understandingof the personalities and interests drivingother states. Formalmachinerywas lacking, no supranational secretariatwas formed, and all decisions and their implementation remainedin the hands of nationalleaders. But coordinationwas facilitated, and informationand expectations were fairlyquickly and effectively shared. Furthermore,the representativesto the conferences worked together long and frequently enough to develop "a common outlook distinct from their governments."'18 Thus the PrussianForeign Ministernoted that the confer18 Charles Webster, The Art and Practice of Diplomacy (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1962), p. 67.
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ence which established the new state of Belgium "had grown into a sort of Europeanpower of itself, the plenipotentiarieswho composed it deliberating and acting without instructionsand frequentlyin opposition to the views of their governments."'19 Demise of the regime



The Concert, of course, did not last forever. By 1823 it had begun to decay, althoughan unusualdegree of concern for others' importantinterests remainedfor another quarter-century.I have neither the space nor the expertise for a full discussion of the demise of the regime, but several causes can at least be noted. The memories of the ravages of the Napoleonic Wars faded, and with them the main incentives to avoid confrontations. Similarly, the fear of domestic unrest, its links to war, and its contagion also diminished. Althoughthe revolutionsof 1848revived these concerns, they also cut old ties and broughtunsocialized leaders to power. Conflicts among the great powers, never far beneaththe surfaceeven duringthe high points of the Concert, came increasingly to the fore. Controllingrevolutions, a shared interest, producedconflict because two powers (Britainand France) had much more tolerancefor domestic libertythan did the others (Russia, Austria,and Prussia). Furthermore,the formersuspected that the latterwere using the excuse of suppressing dangerous revolutions as a cover for expanding their own influence. It was thus felt that the Concert was being used to serve narrow and competitive national interests. It was not only Britainand France that felt aggrieved. Each state was more sharply aware of the sacrifices it had made than it was of others' restraint. The gains forgone were painfullyclear; the losses that others might have inflictedwere ambiguousand hypothetical. Each state thought it was payingmore thanothers and more than it was receiving. This was especially troublingsince the possibilitythat it would have to rely on its own resources to protect itself in the future loomed largeras frictions increased. (This difference in countries' perspectives weakens most regimes, and an obvious question, parallelto the one we have raised previously, is whether it can be amelioratedby greater understandingof the situation.)Finally, by controlling the risk of war and yet not becoming institutionalized and developing supranationalloyalties, the Concert may have containedthe seeds of its own destruction.Since worldpolitics did not seem so dangerous, pushing harder seemed sensible to individual states. The structureappearedstable enough to permitstates to impose a greaterstrain on it. But seeking individualisticgains raised doubts in others' minds as to whether moderation and reciprocation would last, thus giving all states greater incentives to take a narrowerand shorter-runperspective. 19Quoted in ibid.
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The balanceof power The balance of power is clearly differentfrom the Concert. Is it also a regime? The answer turns on whether the restraints on state action it involves are norms internalizedby the actors or arise from the blocking actions of others and the anticipationof such counteractions.20Some of the debate between Waltz and Kaplan can be seen in these terms. For Waltz each actor in the balanceof power may try to maximizehis power; each fails because of the similar efforts of others. The system restrains the actors rather than the actors being self-restrained. Moderation is an unintended result of the clash of narrowself-interests.21 Althoughpatternsrecur, actors share expectations, and aberrantbehavior is curbed by the international system, states do not hold back in the belief that others will do likewise and they do not seek to maintainthe system when doing so would be contraryto their immediateinterests. It is hard to see how the concept of regime helps explain the behavior that results. Kaplan's view is different. The kind of balance of power that Waltz describes, Kaplan sees as unstable. As one of his students has put it, "A system containingmerely growth-seekingactors will obviously be unstable; there would be no provision for balance or restraint."22Similarly, Kaplan points out that in his computermodel, "if actors do not take system stability requirementsinto account, a 'balanceof power' system will be stable only if some extrasystemic factor.



. .



. prevents a roll-up of the system.'



'23



For



Kaplan,if the system is to be moderate,the actors must also be moderate(a remarkablyantisystemic view). Thus two of Kaplan's six rules call for selfrestraint:"Stop fightingratherthan eliminate an essential national actor," and "Permitdefeated or constrainedessential nationalactors to re-enterthe system as acceptable role partners. ..."24 Of most interest here is that for Kaplan these propositions not only describe how states behave, they are rules that consciously guide statesmen's actions: states exercise selfrestraint. In one interpretation-and we will discuss another in the next 20 For a differentapproachto this question, see RichardAshley, "Balance of Power as a Political-EconomicRegime," paper presented at the August 1980 meeting of the American PoliticalScience Association. 21 KennethWaltz, Theoryof InternationalPolitics (Reading,Mass.: Addison-Wesley,1979). This correspondsto Claude's"automatic"version of the balanceof power (Inis L. ClaudeJr., Power and InternationalRelations [New York:RandomHouse, 1962],pp. 43-47). Kaplanalso expresses this view in one paragraphof his "Balanceof Power, Bipolarity,andOtherModelsof InternationalSystems" (AmericanPolitical Science Review 51 [September1957],p. 690), but



this paragraph is not repeated in System and Process in International Politics (New York:



Wiley, 1957)and, as we shall discuss below, is inconsistentwith his analysis there. 22 Donald Reinken, "Computer Explorations of the 'Balance of Power,' " in New Approaches to International Relations, ed. by Morton Kaplan (New York: St. Martin's, 1968), p.



469. This correspondsto Claude's"manuallyoperated"balanceof power (Claude,Power and International Relations, pp. 48-50). 23 MortonKaplan,Towards Professionalism in International Theory (New York: Free Press,



1979),p. 136. 24 Kaplan,System and Process, p. 23.
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paragraph-they do so because they seek to preserve the system.25This would certainlybe a regime, indeed one not so differentfrom the Concert. If restraintfollows from the ability to predict that immoderatebehavior will call up counterbalancingactions by others, does the resulting pattern form a regime?A state may forgo taking advantageof another not because it expects reciprocation, but because it fears that unless it exercises selfrestraintothers will see it as a menace, increase their arms, and coalesce against it. This is a possible interpretationof Kaplan's rules. He says that states obey them because, by accepting the restraints that they embody, each state is better off than it would be if it broke them: "Under the governing assumptions, states would follow these rules in order to optimize their own security. Thus there is motivation to observe the rules....



There is in



this system a general, althoughnot necessarily implacable,identitybetween short-termand long-terminterests."26 This formulationof the rules is a happy and therefore an odd one. It posits no conflict between the narrow self-interest of each state and the maintenanceof the regime.27The rules are self-enforcing. This is a logical possibilityand can be illustratedby the incentives to follow trafficlaws when trafficis heavy. Here it is to one's advantageto keep to the rightand to stop when the light turns red. To do otherwise is to get hit; cheating simply does not pay irrespectiveof whether others cheat.28The matteris differentwhen trafficis lighter and cars have more room to maneuver.Then, runninga red light or cutting in front of another car does not bring automatic sanctions. Aggressive drivers want others to obey the law while they cut corners. The generally orderly and predictable pattern that facilitates driving is maintained, but they are able to get througha bit faster than the others. In this interpretationof Kaplan's rules, the states are operating in an environmentthat resembles heavy traffic.29They do not have incentives to 25 Kaplan,TowardsProfessionalism,pp. 39, 73, 86. Since states rarelyfightwars to the finish and eliminatedefeatedactors, Kaplan'sargumentsseem plausible.But this is to confuse result with intent.The desire to maximizepowercan limitwars and save fallen states. As long as each state views all the others as potentialrivals, each will have to be concernedaboutthe power of its currentallies. And as long as each views currentenemies as potentiallyacceptablealliance partnersin a futurewar, each will have incentivesto court and safeguardthe power of states on the other side. To destroy another state may be to deprive oneself of an ally in the future;to carve up a defeatedpower is to risk addingmore strengthto potentialadversariesthan to oneself. Of the OttomanEmpirein the early nineteenthcentury, a Russian diplomatsaid: "If the cake could not be saved, it must be fairlydivided" (quotedin EdwardGulick,Europe's Classical Balance of Power [New York: Norton, 1967],p. 72). This has it backwards:it was because the cake could not be dividedevenly that it had to be preserved.Also see Kaplan,System and



Process, p. 28.



Kaplan,TowardsProfessionalism,p. 139; see also pp. 67, 135. This is partlytrue because Kaplanexcludes some of the mainproblemswhen he says that his system assumes that none of the majorpowers seeks to dominatethe system (ibid., p. 136). 28 Thomas Schelling, Micromotives and Macrobehavior(New York: Norton, 1978), pp. 120-21. 29 This would seem to contradictKaplan'sargumentthat the internationalsystem is subsystem dominant-i.e., that the environmentis not so compellingas to foreclose meaningfulnational choice (Kaplan,System and Process, p. 17). 26 27
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take advantageof others' restraintnor do they have to be unrestrainedout of the fear that if they are not, others will try to take advantageof them. The dynamicsof the security dilemma,the prisoners'dilemma,and publicgoods, which are so troublesomein situationslackingcentral authority,are absent. This makes for an unusualsystems theory, since these dynamics are a major element in most conceptions of a system. Such a formulationblots out the possibility that all states could be best off if all were moderate,but that each would suffer badly if any of the others were not. It also denies the more likely situation in which each actor prefers taking advantageof others' restraint to mutual cooperation, but perfers mutual cooperation to unrestrainedcompetition. A regime of mutualcooperation is then better for all than no regime, but each actor is constantly tempted to cheat, both to make competitive gains and to protect against others doing so. This is the central problemfor most regimes, and indeed for the developmentof many forms of cooperation.Kaplanhas disposed of it in a formulaof words, but it is hardto see what arrangementof interests and perceptions could so easily dissolve the difficultiesin actual world politics. Securityin the postwarera It is not clear whether a security regime regulates superpowerrelations today. Patternsof behavior exist (althoughit is hardto trace them), but the question is whether they are far enough removed from immediate, narrow self-interestto involve a regime. I think the answer is no, but the subject is so complex that I lack confidence in this judgment. Because of the difficulties involved, I will examine the subject from several directions. Rules of conduct



Does the fact that a form of cooperationmust have been presentto have kept the peace between America and Russia for thirty-fiveyears mean that there is a security regime?I thinkthe answer is no because narrowand quite short-runself-interestcan account for most of the restraints.To launcha war is to invite one's own destruction;to challengethe other's vital interestsis to risk a confrontationone is likely to lose (as the Russiansdid in Cuba),not to mentionthe chance of blunderinginto a war. Thateach side has more or less respected the other's sphere of influence does not mean that each side has developed the stake in the other's security or the expectation of reciprocity that was found in the Concert. It merely means that each is able to protect what it values most and that each can see that menacing the other's most importantconcerns entails costs that far outrun the likely gains. At the May 1972 summit conference in Moscow, the U.S. and Soviet Union agreedto a set of rules that look like the foundationsfor a regime.The text sounded all the right notes: "mutually advantageous development of
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their relations," "exercise restraint," "reciprocity, mutualaccommodation and mutualbenefit," forgoing "efforts to obtain unilateraladvantageat the expense of the other.''30 But it seems likely that fromthe beginningeach side had a differentconception of the sort of cooperationthat mightarise. In any case, the use of regime-likelanguagedid not yield a regime. A greatersemblanceof agreementon rules is manifestin the way superpowers have fought limited wars. In Korea, the U.S. forces did not attack China, while the Communistsnot only left Japan as a sanctuary but also spared the port of Pusan, which the U.S. used around the clock for its build-up in September 1950. The Communistsalso used mines only once, when they blocked the port of Wonsanas they evacuated it. It took the U.S. a monthto clear the harbor,an unpleasantreminderof what the Communists could do (perhapsdesigned to help the Americansavoid the common trapof believing that only they were restrainingtheir conduct). In Vietnam, the U.S. refrainedfrom ground attacks against the North, carefully controlled its bombingof the North, respected the Chinese sanctuary,and only toward the end of the war cut maritimesupply lines. Whetherthere was much the North Vietnamesecould have done but chose not to do is hardto determine, but the Russians exercised restraintin limitingthe weapons they providedto the North. The implicit rules established in one conflict seem to have some influence as precedentin the next. In Vietnam,the U.S. bombedthe North but for most of the war did not interdictsupplies coming into that country. Furthermore, both sides treated this situation as expected and almost "natural." This seems to have affected at least the western perceptions of the guerillawar in Afghanistan.The West seems to have understoodthat the sanctuariesin Pakistanwould be respected as long as the militaryaid being funneledthroughthat country was sharplylimited. But if this restraintwere loosened, so probablywould be that on attackingthe bases in Pakistan. These sorts of arrangementsdo not constitute a regime. First, most of them are too directly linked to immediateself-interest. Just as neither side launches a war because of fear of retaliation, so most of the outlines if not the details of restraintsin a limited war derive from the ability of each state to punishthe other if it steps too far out of bounds, and from each's abilityto see that the other's restraintdepends on its own moderation. Second, the precedents are neither unambiguousnor binding;they do not specify what aid, activities, and sanctuariesare permitted.Chinawas a sanctuaryin the Korean War;why was North Vietnamnot a sanctuaryduring the war in the South? Indeed, one does not have to accept the argument that the North had a legitimaterightto aid the Viet Cong because North and South were partof one country to say that the North's participationwas less of a violationof normsthan was the entry of Chinainto the Koreanwar. Yet the sanctions levied against her were greaterthan those inflictedon China. 30



HistoricDocuments, 1972 (Washington,D.C.: CongressionalQuarterly,1973),pp. 442-48.
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The direct role of interests and power is apparent. North Vietnam was a small country, fully engaged in the South. There was little it could do in response to Americanbombing;there was little it was willingto refrainfrom doingin orderto inducethe U.S. not to bomb. China,on the other hand, was more powerful and had more options, requiringthe U.S. to be more restrained. A third reason these limits do not constitute a regime is related to the two previous points. States change or break the rules as their power and interests change. Some attention is paid to the way in which these actions break or set precedents, but these concerns rarely dominate when shortrun incentives are strong.Thus, after a decade of respectingthe Soviet right to supply North Vietnamby sea, the U.S. finallyminedNorthernharborsin the spring of 1972. This was doubly striking-it both altered a quite wellestablishedrule, and set what mightbe seen as a dangerousprecedent,for it is the U.S., not the Soviet Union, that relies more heavily on keeping the shippinglanes open. But what was most importantwas defeatingthe North Vietnameseoffensive, even at the cost of potentialproblemslater; and it is far from clear that this cost would be significant.For the Russians ever to block U.S. shippingwould be to run very high risks. The precedent set by the Americanaction would matteronly if others believed that because the U.S. had interferedwith Russian shippingin Vietnam (and, earlier, in the Cuban missile crisis), it would be more likely to permit others to interfere with its ships. This is improbable;the Americanresponse-and others' predictions of it-would be largely determinedby the degree to which the situation differentiallyinvolved the superpowers' importantinterests. Double standardsmay be morally uncomfortable,but they are hardly unusual in internationalpolitics. Different conceptions of security



As we noted earlier, a necessary condition for the formationof a security regime is that majoractors preferthe status quo-with the potentialfor modificationby uncoerced politicalchanges-to the world of possible gains and possible losses that they expect to flow from the individualisticpursuit of security policies.31It is far from clear that this condition is now met. Do the Russians value the chance of expansionismso much that they would be unwillingto forgo it in order to gain greater peace, stability, and reduced defense budgets?Even if they mainlywant security, do they believe it can be providedby cooperationwith capitalist powers? As Kennan remarked,the U.S. feels menaced by what the Soviet does; the Soviets feel menaced by 31 It is not enoughthat both sides want to preventall-outwar. Because this outcome can be avoidedby the cooperationof only one side, this commoninterestopens the door to unilateral exploitationas well as to mutualcooperation.
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what that U.S. is.32Can any country that is unable to live with independent tradeunions in Polandlive with anothersuperpowerwith a differentpolitical and economic system? If the Russiansfeel secure only to the extent that the U.S. is weak and insecure, the prospects for a security regime are dim. Similarquestions can be posed about the United States. Is the U.S. willing to continue to permit changes in the Third World that erode the unprecedented dominance it achieved in the 1950s and 1960s? Do revolutionary changes make it so insecurethat it feels it must respondin a way that is likely to create conflict with the Soviets? If it is menaced by a weak Communist state within its sphere of influence, can it accept the Soviet Union as a superpowerwith legitimateworldwide interests? Even if both sides' conceptionsof their securityinterestsare compatible in principle,militarytechnology and militarydoctrine may present formidable impedimentsto the formation of a regime. As mentioned earlier, the security dilemmais compoundedwhen offensive and defensive weapons are indistinguishableand offense is more efficacious. The dilemmais decreased, and even disappears, when the reverse is true. Leaving aside as only a theoretical but not a real possibility a world in which antiballisticmissile systems protect cities, Americandeclaratorypolicy holds that mutualsecurity resultsfromboth sides' havingsecond-strikecapability.MutualAssured Destruction(MAD is the tellingacronym)escapes fromthe securitydilemma as each side gains security not from its ability to protect itself, but from its abilityto retaliateand so to deter the other from launchingan attack. If both sides followed this doctrineneitherwould need to expand its nucleararsenal beyond the pointwhere it could absorbthe other's strikeand still destroy the other's cities; neither would need to react if the other were to purchaseexcessive forces. A securityregimein the realmof strategicweapons would be easy to obtain, but mightnot be necessary. Restraintwould be easy because the states gain nothingby largerstockpiles, but for this very reason a regime would not be necessary-mutual restraintwill resulteven if the superpowers do not take account of each other's security requirements,look to the long run, or develop rules and expectations of restraint. It would therefore be possible for states to escape from the security dilemmawithout developing the sorts of cooperative understarndingsthat help ameliorate political conflicts across a broad range of issues. But even if competitive policies were pursuedin many areas, and indeed were made safer by the stabilityof the strategicbalance,33the achievementof a high degree of mutualsecurity from attack would be no mean feat. There are, however, two problemswith applyingthis argumentto contemporaryworld politics. First, American procurementand targetingpoli32 GeorgeKennan,Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin (New York:Mentor, 1962), p. 181. 33 This is what GlennSnydercalls the "stability-instability paradox."Snyder, "The Balance of Power and the Balance of Terror," in The Balance of Power, ed. by Paul Seabury (San Francisco:Chandler,1965).
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cies have never followed the stricturesof MutualAssured Destruction. Instead the U.S. has not consistently shunned postures that provided at least some capabilitiesfor defense. Similarly,Americanweaponshave always been aimed at a wide range of Soviet militarytargets as well as at Soviet cities.34PresidentCarter'sPresidentialDirective 59 of July 1980,which took the position that the U.S. would not targetthe Soviet populationper se, was not a change of policy. As early as January 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff were arguingthat the U.S. did not seek "to destroy large citiesper se," but "only to attack such targets as are necessary in war in order to impose the national objections of the United States upon the enemy."35The second problemis more familiar-Russian declaratorypolicy as well as its military posture seem to reject the logic of MAD. Instead it appearsthat the Soviets hold more traditionalmilitaryviews, which deny the conflict between deterrence and defense and arguethat both are reachedthroughthe same posture (beingable to do as well as possible in a war). They thus see mutualsecurity as a myth and thereby present us with the militarycounterpartto the problem discussed above, that a state may believe that its security requiresmaking others insecure. If the Soviets believe that in order to deter American expansionismor cope with an American attack they need the capabilityto come as close as possible to militaryvictory, then, even if they do not think that their security requiresinfringingon U.S. vital interests, forminga security regime will be extremely difficult. This raises two issues. First is the familiarquestion of the scope for the independent role of beliefs. Can cooperation be increased by persuading the Russians to alter their military doctrine? The U.S. tried in the 1960s. Epitomizingthese efforts was Secretaryof Defense McNamara'sattemptat Glassboroto explain to Prime Minister Kosygin the destabilizingnatureof ballistic missile defenses. Similarly, much of the American energy at the start of the SALT negotiations went not into bargainingbut into trying to show the Russians that certain outcomes should be seen as the solution to common problems, which would aid both sides. That these efforts failed does not prove that the task is beyond reach, but at this point the burdenof proof rests with those who are optimistic.Successful persuasiondependsnot only on the validity of the logic of the U.S. position but also on how deeply rooted the Russians' views are, and whether the Americanposture can be seen as a cover for competitive policy. At this writing, the Russians seem closer to persuadingthe Americans to adopt their views. If they do, both 34 David Rosenberg,"AmericanAtomic Strategyand the HydrogenBomb Decision," Journal of American History 66 (June 1979):62-87; Aaron Friedberg,"A History of the U.S. Strategic'Doctrine'-1945 to 1960,"Journal of Strategic Studies 3 (December 1980):37-71; GreggHerken,The WinningWeapon(New York: Knopf, 1980);DesmondBall, "The Role of StrategicConcepts and Doctrine in U.S. StrategicNuclear Force Development," in National



Security and International Stability, ed. by Michael Intriligator and Roman Kolkowicz (forth-



coming). 35 Quoted in Herken, The WinningWeapon, p. 317.
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sides would have the same doctrine, but this cognitive agreementwould not pave the way for coordinatedpolicies. The second issue is whether a security regime is possible if the superpowers hold contrastingmilitarydoctrines. The rules of any regime formed under such circumstancescould not be symmetrical,and an element of unusualcomplexity would be introduced.But this would not automaticallyrule out the possibilityof a degree of harmonizationof policies aimed at increasing mutual security. The specific content of Soviet doctrine may have this effect, however, since it arguesthat securityis inherentlycompetitive, being producedby pullingas far ahead of the adversaryas possible. Of course this modifierhints at a possible solution. The costs of arms, coupled with the competitionfrom the U.S., could lead the Soviets to settle for arrangements that, althoughfar from optimal in their eyes, still are more attractivethan unrestrainedindividualisticpolicies. Another possibility would be for each side to follow quite differentpaths. The U.S. would not match Soviet arms increases, but would only maintainits second-strikecapability.Therewould be no formalagreementscodifyingthis, but commonexpectationswould still be possible. The states would have different outlooks and policies, but at least they would understandthese differences. This argument,however, is currentlyrejectedby Americanopinion on the groundsthat it would permit the Soviets to infringeon importantwestern interests. Different perspectives



Even if both sides were to adopt MAD, the theoretical possibility for mutualsecuritycould be defeatedby the tendency for adversariesto see the strategic balance and internationalevents very differently. American, and presumablySoviet, leaders make their calculations of the nuclear balance very conservatively. That is, they assume that their own systems will work badly and that the other's will work well. It is highly likely that each side's calculationof its own fate in the event of war is more pessimistic than that found in the other's estimate. Each side may fear that it is "behind" the other or even open to a successful first strike when the balance is actually even, thus making it extremely hard to find force levels that are mutually satisfactory. Furthermore,neither side fully understandsthis difference in perspective. To each, the other's alarmat its armsprocurementseems hypocriticalif not a cover for aggressivedesigns. Each not only underestimatesthe degree to which its programsdisturbthe other, but rarelydevotes much attentionto this danger. For,example, U.S. declaratorypolicy respects Soviet secondstrike capability,but one wonders if the U.S. analyzed whether a conservative Russianplannermightnot see the MX, with its ten accuratewarheads, as a threatto Soviet retaliatorycapability. Similarly,for several years U.S. officials have arguedthat stabilitywould be increased if the Russians put a
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higherproportionof their strategicforces into submarine-launchedmissiles, but it is not clear that they made due allowance for how the Russianswould interpretthis argumentin light of the U.S.'s increasinglyeffective antisubmarinewarfarecapability. The problemis magnifiedbecause both sides view the strategicbalance within the context of world events, a context they also see from different perspectives. Each usually magnifies dangers, concentrates on the gains madeby the other side, and overlooks its own threateningbehavior.Thus as most American statesmen look back on the past few years, they see increasing Soviet assertiveness and confidence-for example, a buildup of strategicforces, the modernizationof the armies in East Europe, the use of Cubantroops in Angola and Ethiopia, the consolidationof Soviet power in Vietnam, the sponsorshipof the invasion of Cambodia,and their take-over of Afghanistan.But to the Russians things may look different. It would not be surprisingif they were less optimistic than U.S. leaders think they are, paying more attentionto defeats and threats than to what may be transient victories. To them, what may loom large are American strategic programs (the MX, the cruise missile, and the "stealth" technology for a new generation of bombers);the long-rangetactical nuclearmodernizationprogramfor NATO, which will significantlyincrease western capability for destroying targets in western Russia; the setting aside of the SALT II treaty; and increasing western ties with China.36 These measures probablytake on a particularlysuspicious hue when combined with what the Russians must see as the American habit of suddenly denouncing the Soviet Union for unacceptably altering established patterns when it is American actions that contravene the implicit understandingswhich have helped bring predictabilityto the world scene. Three examples probablystand out in the Soviet mind. First, the U.S. discovered the Soviet "combat brigade" in Cuba and threatenedto overturn SALT II unless it was disbanded.But these troops had been there for a long time and were not doing anythingnew. Second, the U.S. did not protest when a coup installeda Communistgovernmentin Afghanistanin April 1978,but raised a furious storm when Soviet troops were needed to finish the job off eighteen monthslater. It was the formermove that changedthe status quo, althoughit was not very differentin kindfrom many Americanactions. The lattermove merely consolidated the earlier gain and should hardlyhave been expected to provide the occasion for cries of outrage, attempts to humiliateRussia, and the final blow to SALT II. Finally, the U.S. tried to deter the Soviet Union from invading Poland, thus upsetting the well-established understandingthat East Europe was within the Russian sphere. It is hardto think of anything that could have shown so clearly that the U.S. was not concerned about the growth of Soviet power but instead was seeking to take 36



For a good discussion, see RichardsHeuer Jr., "Analyzing the Soviet Invasion of Af-



ghanistan," Studies in Comparative Communism 13 (Winter 1980): 347-55.
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advantageof Soviet difficultiesto undermineits security. In Russian eyes, the U.S. stance probablyundercutthe credibilityof its groundsfor objecting to the invasion of Afghanistan-that it was a unilateralchange in the status quo showingthat Russia had no interest in equitablecooperationand mutual security-since the U.S. had strongly objected to the Soviet attempt to maintainthe status quo in East Europe. Conclusion The demandfor a security regime is decreased by the apparentstability of the strategicbalance. The dangersof Russianexpansion and nuclearwar are containedby the currentposture in such a way that drasticchange is not seen as needed. Two kinds of people dissent from thisjudgment-those who fear that the Soviets are gaining usable militarysuperiorityand those who fear some sort of accidentalwar. The former,most of whom see only limited scope for Soviet-Americancooperation, far outnumberthe latter. Indeed, it may be doubtedwhetherthere will ever be strongpolitical pressuresin favor of a regime unless there is dramatic evidence that individualisticsecurity policies are leading to disaster. Of course the strongest possible evidence-an all-outwar-would renderthe projectirrelevant.Perhapsa regime could be formed only in the wake of a limited nuclear exchange or the accidental firing of a weapon. Interestingly enough, it was Herman Kahn who saw the effect that such a crisis might have: I can even imagine something as extreme as the following occurring. There is a well-known book on possible constitutionalforms for world government, World Peace Through World Law. At this point, the



President of the United States might send a copy of this book to [the Soviet] Premier saying, "There's no point in your reading this book; you will not like it any more than I did. I merely suggest you sign it, right after my signature.This is the only plan which has been even roughly thoughtthrough;let us thereforeaccept it. We surely do not wish to set up a commission to study other methods of organizingthe world, because within weeks both of us will be trying to exploit our common danger for unilateraladvantages. If we are to have a settlement, we must have it now, before the dead are buried." I can even imagine[the Soviet] Premieraccepting the offer and signing.37 I grantthat this is a bizarrechain of events, but it is hardto think of a more plausible shock that could provide the basis for the formationof a regime. 37 Herman Kahn, Thinking About the Unthinkable (New York: Horizon Press, 1962), pp. 148-49.
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